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Chapter 1961 

The faces of the Xie family at the scene all changed, and everyone looked towards the doorway. 

Did it mean that it was the King of the Southern Realm, the Fifth Master Xue, who had arrived? 

Under the gaze of the crowd, a group of people walked in at the entrance. 

At the head of the group was none other than the King of the Southern Realm, the Fifth Master Xue! 

Following him were his personal driver and the girl who had been standing at the back. 

As for those people behind him, they were all Master Xue’s men! 

As soon as these people entered, they directly filled the scene, and the people of the Xie family were, 

surprisingly, forced back to the middle of the corner. 

Master Xue Wu walked over and saw that Xie Xingguo and Wu Xuan were still fighting against each 

other, so he couldn’t help but let out a light laugh, “Both of you, take a break!” 

With those words, he took a step and rushed to the middle of Xie Xingguo and Wu Xuan. 

Both palms came out together, one towards Xie Xingguo and one towards Wu Xuan. 

The two men each exchanged a palm with Master Xue Wu, who stood on the spot, unmoving, while the 

two men took three steps back at the same time. 

The crowd at the scene was appalled, this strength of Master Xue Wu was too terrifying, right? 

Wu Xuan stood directly at the doorway and gave Master Xue Wu a deep look, not saying anything. 

Xie Xingguo’s face, however, changed. 

This time, Xie Xingguo had indeed originally intended to give Lin Mo a week, after all, he had gotten the 

Iron Lohan from Li Tiezui. 

However, after later learning of what had happened on this side of Su Province, especially after learning 

that Lin Mo’s martial arts had been nullified, he immediately rushed over with the Xie family’s people. 

Because, he knew very well that Master Xue Wu was also keeping an eye on Lin Mo. 

When Lin Mo had become a invalid, Master Xue Wu would definitely take the opportunity to protect Lin 

Mo. 

Therefore, in spite of their previous promise, they ran here to try to capture Lin Mo, just to make a quick 

move and take Lin Mo away before Master Xue Wu had the chance to strike. 

As long as Lin Mo was taken out of the confines of the Southern Realm, Master Xue Wu would have no 

choice but to take them! 

Xie Xingguo had personally come over to take on Wu Xuan, while the Xie family’s people were trying to 

take Lin Mo away while they had the chance. 



However, they were ultimately a step too slow. 

Before the man was taken away, Master Xue Wu had already come first, and his wishful thinking was 

directly empty. 

Moreover, the most crucial thing was that after the fight with Master Xue just now, Xie Xingguo realised 

how big the gap between himself and this King of the Southern Realm really was. 

Although he was also considered to be at the realm of Little Master, he had just entered the realm of 

Little Master not long ago. 

Master Xue Wu, on the other hand, had already been a Little Grandmaster more than twenty years ago. 

Nowadays, Master Xue Wu might have already almost entered the realm of Patriarch. 

Not to mention Xie Xingguo, even in the capital, there were not many people who were a match for 

Master Xue! 

Master Xue Wu had a calm expression and said with a faint smile, “Old man Xie, at your age, why are 

you still so angry?” 

“It’s not quite appropriate to fight with a young junior, is it?” 

A trace of indignation flashed in Xie Xingguo’s eyes, but a smile was squeezed out of his face, “Hahaha, 

it’s not a big deal to spar with a junior.” 

Master Xue Wu smiled lightly, “This doesn’t look like a sparring match!” 

Xie Xingguo also ignored it and directly changed the subject, “Since Fifth Master is here, then today, it’s 

just as well to ask Fifth Master to do justice for our Xie family!” 

“This Lin Mo killed my son and my brother, a great crime.” 

“In Fifth Master’s opinion, how should this matter be handled?” 

Fifth Master Xue glanced at Xie Xingguo and said softly, “If you kill someone, of course you have to pay 

for their life!” 

A brilliant aura flashed in Xie Xingguo’s eyes, “Fifth Master really understands righteousness!” 

“With these words from the Fifth Master, we are relieved!” 

“Qianshan, go and take revenge for your uncle and brother!” 

Xie Qianshan laughed out loud and was directly about to barge into the room. 

However, just two steps away, he was stopped by the girl beside Master Xue Wu. 

Xie Xingguo pretended not to understand and said softly, “Fifth Master, you wouldn’t want to shelter a 

murderer, would you?” 
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Master Xue Wu smiled faintly, “How could I shelter a murderer?” 



Xie Xingguo: “Then what do you mean by that?” 

Master Xue Wu glanced at Xie Qianshan and said softly, “What I’m saying is that those who kill, should 

pay for their lives!” 

“If it’s not the murderer, yet you guys are targeting him at every turn, then I think, instead, you should 

apologise to him!” 

Xie Xingguo’s face was slightly cold as he said in a deep voice, “What does Fifth Master mean, Lin Mo is 

not the murderer?” 

“Heh, does Fifth Master have any proof?” 

Master Xue smiled lightly, “Elder Xie, if there is no proof, then what am I doing here?” 

Xie Xingguo’s face instantly turned ugly to the extreme. 

Just now, he had pretended to be tough, just to test Master Xue Wu. 

If Master Xue Wu had no evidence, then he would be able to use it as an excuse to deal with Lin Mo. 

If Master Xue Wu forced himself to help Lin Mo, then their Xie family would be standing on the moral 

high ground and could unite with other families to fight against Master Xue Wu. 

However, looking at Master Xue’s attitude, Xie Xingguo knew that this method of his would not work. 

There must be evidence on Master Xue’s side. 

If there was evidence, then the Xie family would really be unable to do anything else! 

Xie Qianshan said reluctantly, “Fifth Master, is that evidence true?” 

Master Xue looked at him with a faint smile, “Not only is it true, but there’s also a surprise!” 

Xie Qianshan frowned, “What do you mean by surprise?” 

“My brother and my uncle are dead, and you’re telling me about a surprise?” 

“Fifth Master, although our Xie Family is not as good as your King of the Southern Realm, we will never 

allow you to insult us like this!” 

All the Xie family members also looked at Master Xue Five in an aggressive manner, looking as if they 

were ready to die. 

Master Xue Wu laughed, “Don’t worry, you will definitely feel surprised after reading this!” 

“Someone, bring up the evidence!” 

A man came up from the back and walked over with a laptop. 

He opened a video inside the computer, showing a dark mountain forest. 

Seeing this place, Xie Qianshan’s face changed. Because, this place, was exactly where they had been 

attacked and killed that night! 



“We found a video, and within this video, it captured what happened at that time when Xie Xingbang 

was killed!” 

“Not only that, this video also captured Xie Qianshan leaving behind the defenceless Xie Xingbang and 

fleeing for his life alone.” 

“Xie Qishan, do you think, is this a surprise?” 

Master Xue Wu said with a faint smile. 

At this moment, the crowd had also really seen what was happening in the picture and saw the ambush. 

Xie Qianshan’s face instantly turned swollen red to the extreme. 

That night, he had indeed escaped alone, leaving Xie Xingbang behind and using Xie Xingbang’s life to 

help him as cover, and he was able to escape. 

However, he had never dared to tell anyone about such a thing. 

If other people knew that he had left Xie Xingbang behind and escaped alone, then he wouldn’t have to 

sit in this position of family head! 

However, now that the video had clearly captured everything at that time, it directly confused him. 

When everyone in the Xie family saw the video, they looked at each other and looked at Xie Qianshan in 

unison. 

Even Xie Xingguo, too, looked at Xie Qianshan with icy eyes. 

“Qianshan, what the hell is going on here?” 

Xie Xingguo asked in a deep voice. 

Xie Qianshan looked terrified and said in a trembling voice, “Father, I …… I …… I ……” 

I half a day, he suddenly remembered something and roared, “This video is fake, it must be fake!” 

Xie Xingguo said in a deep voice: “The video was shot clearly, how could it be fake?” 

Xie Qianshan said urgently, “Dad, think about it, given the situation at that time, how could someone 

have taken the video?” 

“Could it be that this incident was done by Master Xue Wu’s people, and he sent someone to secretly 

film it nearby at that time?” 
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The crowd at the scene looked at Fifth Master Xue. 

The girl beside Fifth Master Xue was furious and said angrily, “Xie Qianshan, how dare you accuse Fifth 

Master!?” 

Xie Qianshan could not care less at this point and said loudly, “Am I wrong?” 

“Then tell me, how did this video come about?” 



“Unless you sent someone to secretly film it at the scene, unless you planned this!” 

Xie Qianshan was in a frenzy, at this moment he was close to losing his mind, he even dared to drag 

even Master Xue Wu into the water. 

If he didn’t do this, he would be finished too! 

Master Xue Wu had a calm expression and smiled lightly, “To deal with you, do I still need to do 

anything?” 

“Xie Qianshan, you’re also lifting yourself up too much!” 

Xie Qianshan’s face swelled red, “Old Fifth Xue, do you think that just because you are the King of the 

Southern Realm, you can really confuse black and white and be lawless?” 

“I’m telling you, this video, if you don’t explain it clearly to me, I …… my Xie family is not finished with 

you!” 

Master Xue Wu laughed and shook his head, “You really don’t see the coffin and don’t shed a tear!” 

“Do you want to know how this video came about? Fine, I’ll tell you!” 

“This video, we found it from Compa*s Zun’s phone!” 

Xie Qianshan’s eyes widened instantly, “Huh?” 

“This …… how is this possible?” 

“Didn’t you …… say that it was Compulsion Zun and the three of them who jointly sneaked up on us at 

that time? Compose Zun took the video himself? Is he sick?” 

Xie Xingguo also frowned and looked at Master Xue Wu with cold eyes. 

In his opinion, Compa*s Zun shouldn’t have taken such a video! 

Master Xue Wu’s expression was calm: “This person, Compose Zun, has always been cautious in his 

actions and is extremely sinister!” 

“He and Qian Yong’an Zhao Tianyuan, are only in a temporary partnership.” 

“Their aim is to bring down Lin Mo, and at the same time, Compulsion Zun is also after the fruit of the 

Star Swallowing Gra*s.” 

“Therefore, Compulsion Zun took this video, just to prepare to find the right opportunity to use this 

video and borrow your Xie family’s knife to eradicate Qian Yong’an and Zhao Tianyuan!” 

“In his phone, he not only has this video, but also the video of Xie Qianjun being killed at that time, 

these are all the evidence he is planning to use against Qian Yongan and Zhao Tianyuan later!” 

The Xie family looked at each other, everyone was dumbfounded and completely shocked. 

Who would have thought that the compulsion leader would have taken such a video, this was 

completely out of their expectation! 



Xie Qishan was directly confused, the video was taken by Zun Zong, so he could not refute it at all. 

And, most importantly, he knew very well that it was all true, it was what happened that night! 

The girl: “Xie Qianshan, do you have anything to say now?” 

Xie Qianshan’s face was swollen red, and he couldn’t say a word with his head bowed. 

The girl sneered, “What, nothing more to say?” 

“But that’s normal.” 

“If I were you, I wouldn’t be able to explain to my family if I did something so humiliating!” 

“That was your own uncle, a vital figure to your Xie family, and you left him like that?” 

“You are also responsible for your uncle’s death!” 

“How dare you come here and shout that you want to avenge your uncle’s death?” 

“Xie Qianshan, Xie Qianshan, you’re really shameless!” 

The Xie family members all looked embarra*sed as well, and many of them looked at Xie Qianshan 

indignantly. 

Even Xie Xingguo’s face was iron blue. 

He gave Xie Qianshan a cold look and did not say anything, but looked at Master Xue Wu: “So, the 

Companions were finally captured by Master Wu?” 

“I wonder if it is convenient for Master Five to return this murderer to our Xie family and let us deal with 

it?” 

Master Xue shook his head, “I’m afraid that won’t be possible.” 

“When we found the Companions, he was being held hostage by a man who handed over these things, 

told those things, and begged us to save him.” 

“Although we got those things, the compulsion djinn was eventually taken away by that person.” 
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After listening to Master Xue Wu’s explanation. 

Although Xie Xingguo was resigned, he still pretended to be frank and cupped his fist towards the other 

party. 

“Since the Compa*s Djinn has been snatched away, it can only be done.” 

“Spread the news back to the Xie family and do your utmost to apprehend the Compulsion Djinn!” 

Of course saying this was nothing more than window dressing. 

He didn’t believe a single punctuation mark about Master Xue Wu’s words. 



Is there anyone else in the six southern provinces who can take people away from under you, Master 

Xue Wu? 

“Master Xue Wu, we will leave you now.” 

Since it had been confirmed that Xie Xingbang’s death had not been done by Lin Mo. 

Naturally, there was no reason for them to stay any longer. 

Seeing the Xie family members leave. 

Only then did Wu Xuan step forward. 

“Thank you, Fifth Master Xue, for coming to my aid.” 

On the other side, Fifth Master Xue just waved his hand with a guilty expression. 

“There’s no need for that, to say the least, I’m to blame for this. 

If I had sent out Zun’s plan a little earlier, Lin Mo wouldn’t have suffered such a catastrophe.” 

“Besides, Lin Mo is originally from my six southern provinces, so it’s only right to help each other.” 

“That Xie family’s people, if they want to force this charge down, they also have to ask if I, Mr. Xue, can 

agree.” 

These words were spoken with righteous indignation. 

If it were an ordinary person, he would have been moved to tears. 

But he, Wu Xuan, was not stupid. He did not know the tiger’s heart of this Fifth Master Xue. 

“Having said that, but the matter of relieving the siege ……” 

Seeing that Wu Xuan was still planning to thank. 

The fifth master Xue then spoke out to interrupt. 

“Neither you nor I need to be too polite. 

Today, I have come mainly to visit little friend Lin Mo as well.” 

Hearing these words, Wu Xuan also withdrew his words and turned his body sideways, so he made way. 

“Please come inside, Fifth Master!” 

At this time, when he saw Lin Mo again, he no longer had the same feeling of enthusiasm that he had 

back then. 

On the contrary, there was more of a sense of disillusionment and despondency. 

“Lin Mo, Master Xue Wu has come to see you.” 

Walking over to the bed, Wu Xuan whispered in his ear. 

Closing his book and seeing the two of them, Lin Mo subconsciously wanted to get up. 



Naive weakness all over his body did not allow him to do so. 

“I’m sorry, Master Xue Wu, I’m too ill to get out of bed to greet you!” 

Seeing Lin Mo in such a state, Master Xue was naturally happy to see it in his eyes. 

Only then would Lin Mo have to stay obediently in the six northern provinces. 

“No harm, no harm, just lie down, don’t bother with those mundane rites.” 

With that he went to the bedside and helped the other side. 

On Lin Mo’s side, although he was devoid of cultivation, the moment the two sides came into contact. 

He still felt a faint trace of true qi that swam around from within his body. 

And only then did it disappear. 

What a cautious thing to do! 

I didn’t think that the news of his own loss of kung fu had already spread around. 

This Xue was still uneasy and came to his door to personally check things out. 

When Lin Mo lay down again, Master Xue Wu frowned, and then let out a faint sigh. 

“Eh, I didn’t expect to see such a sudden change after the last time we parted. 

Heaven is jealous of talent, it’s a pity but a pity.” 

You’re afraid you’re not already happy in your heart. 

Hypocritical! 

In his mind, he was thinking this. 

But in line with the other party’s drama, Lin Mo also revealed a fallen expression. 

“If you want to blame it, you can only blame yourself for not being cautious enough and falling into the 

path of that compulsion daddy!” 

Shaking his head, Master Xue Wu stopped speaking. 

“Come, bring up the things I brought for little friend Lin.” 

The words fell. 

The girl who had been following him behind him then carried a wooden box to the fifth master’s side. 

“A little token of appreciation, let’s hope that you can recover sooner, Lin Mo.” 

With that, he opened the wooden box. 

Instantly, the rich scent of medicine filled the entire room. 



With a glance of his eyes, seeing the various valuable herbs within it, Lin Mo couldn’t help but be 

astonished. 

Just picking out a random strain here would be worth tens of millions or even hundreds of millions of 

dollars. 

It seemed that the Fifth Master Xue was unusually happy today. 
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They came on a good ride and returned on a bad note. 

If Master Xue had come ten minutes later, the two men might have been able to take Wo Mu with 

them. 

But, it was obvious that there was no chance today. 

Besides, the video provided by Master Xue could prove that Lin Mo had been framed. 

When he returned to his room, Xie Xingguo dispersed the rest of the Xie family at the first opportunity. 

Only Xie Qianshan was left behind. 

There was a strong dissatisfaction in his iron-cheeked gaze, clearly displeased with Xie Qianshan, who 

had left his uncle alone to flee for his life. 

“Speak up, I hope you can have a perfect explanation.” 

In response to the old man’s accountability, Xie Qianshan could only bottom his head in shame and reply 

in a soft voice. 

“The situation was critical at that time, and I thought there had to be someone to send back news to the 

family.” 

“I was stabbed in the gut by that girl at that time, I had no fighting ability at all, and could not play the 

role of the back of the house at all.” 

“So ………..” 

Speaking of this, he stole a glance at the old man. 

Seeing the opposite face slightly better, he shifted the conflict. 

“If it wasn’t for that Lin Mo, who secretly sneaked up on uncle, it wouldn’t have come to such a state.” 

“Although it is said that the compulsion zun and others laid the killers, but a Lin Mo is not an 

accomplice.” 

This excuse was also sober and off the wall. 

Not a single word was mentioned about the two people who had robbed Lin Mo before. 

Now, instead, he was backtracking. 

Oddly enough, Xie Xingbang also nodded along. 



Compared to his family, he hated Lin Mo even more. 

“In any case, it is against moral righteousness for you to leave behind your clan uncle and flee for your 

life alone.” 

“I won’t pursue this matter for now, let’s think about how to deal with Lin Mo, shall we?” 

“The deaths of two core members of my Xie family in Guangdong Province were all related to this Lin 

Mo, if I don’t get rid of this son, I can’t rest in peace.” 

As he said this, Xie Xingguo slapped his palm on the table of his body plate. 

In the next second, the solid wood coffee table scattered to the ground. 

Although in front of Lin Mo, Xie Qianshan had already lost face several times. 

He also hated him to the bone, but as he had already written a pledge before, he was unable to strike 

out at him again. 

More to the point, given the current situation, Master Xue Wu was determined to protect Lin Mo. 

Even if their Xie family did not want to lose this old face, they would not be able to get their hands on 

him. 

For a while, Xie Qishan was also in a dilemma. 

When he saw that he was silent for a long time, Xie Xingbang opened his mouth and asked. 

“Are you saying that this Lin Mo’s Dantian was ruined, is it true or not?” 

His eyes lit up, and this question brought inspiration to Xie Qianshan. 

“Why don’t we test it out.” 

“Over in Guangyang City, don’t this Lin Mo’s parents-in-law run a pharmacy?” 

“Why don’t we send someone to bring some pa*sersby to the door to find something and test Lin Mo’s 

reaction.” 

“If his dantian is really ruined, most likely he won’t dare to go back. 

Otherwise it would be an opportunity for us to a*sa*sinate him.” 

After some thought, Xie Xingbang suddenly felt that this plan was feasible. 

“Let’s do it the way you said.” 

“Don’t make any mistakes this time, the people below are watching.” 

“Be good to yourself!” 

To the old man’s accusation, Xie Qianshan could only meekly accept it. 

After a few a*surances, he withdrew from the room. 



The next day! 

Guangyang City. 

Today, Xu’s Pharmacy was completely managed by Xu Jiangong and Fang Hui. 

Together with the newly recruited graduate students, PhD students. 

The youngsters had a strong learning ability and were quick to catch on. 

The pharmacy business was considered to be on the right track and began to develop at a high speed. 

“Xiao Feng, remember to put a check on where there are still areas that haven’t been cleaned.” 

“Xiaolan, take stock of the inventory with me a little later.” 

“Jian Gong ah, you also don’t keep nesting, go and communicate with the group side later. 

News from our branch.” 

Nowadays, Fang Hui has integrated well into the role of the boss’s wife. 

All aspects of the business are also well supervised. 

Just when the shop a*sistants were busy and ready to open for business. 

Several people across the pharmacy had been waiting for a long time. 
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“Eh yo, eh yo!” 

Covering his stomach, with the help of his wife, the middle-aged man arrived at the entrance of Xu’s 

pharmacy. 

“Husband, bear with me, I’ll get justice for you here.” 

Settling her husband on the steps, the woman then lifted up her sleeves. 

“Black-hearted pharmacy, get your a*ses out here.” 

The loud voice instantly startled the pa*sers-by. 

Although unsure, the curiosity in their bones caused the crowd to gather around. 

Inside the shop, Xiao Feng, who had just finished cleaning and opened the door, was also startled by the 

woman’s voice. 

Although he didn’t know what was going on. 

But if the woman continued to shout like that, even a small thing would be a big mess. 

Giving a wink to her colleague behind her, Xiao Feng went up to her. 

“Hello, ma’am may I help you?” 



When she saw the man from the shop, the woman pounced on him like a madman. 

Grabbing him by the shirt in one hand. 

“This black shop of yours. Yesterday my husband was just a little sick with a cold.” 

“He took your cold medicine and then had some serious abdominal pain.” 

“And even more vomiting this morning.” 

When the woman’s words fell. 

The husband on the steps, too, cooperated by making symptoms of vomiting. 

His pale cheeks coupled with a head full of sweat gave the impression of being terminally ill. 

On the other side. 

Fang Hui was stocking the back warehouse. 

The shop a*sistant rushed in violently. 

“Mr Fang, Mr Fang, it’s not good.” 

“Someone at the entrance is causing trouble, saying we are a black shop, and there are many people 

gathered around.” 

The most fearful thing about running a pharmacy was this kind of situation. 

Even if there was nothing going on, after such a disturbance, the business of the pharmacy would drop a 

lot. 

Putting down the pen and paper in his hand, Fang Hui hurriedly ran over. 

When he arrived at the entrance of the shop. 

The woman was heartbrokenly hugging her husband and bawling. 

“O old man, what’s wrong with you, don’t scare me.” 

“If anything happens to you, what are we going to do, mother and daughter.” 

“God D*mned black shop, you don’t want people to live.” 

And the husband had already fallen to the ground by now, his body still twitching. 

This couple, Fang Hui had also seen both of them in the shop yesterday. 

Because of a little conflict, the two even had a fight directly in the shop. 

So the impression was rather deep. 

Also at that moment, among the whole crowd of onlookers, someone suddenly shouted out. 

“Unscrupulous black shop, buy fake medicine, kill people.” 



And then, the chattering voices kept ringing out. 

“This is Xu’s pharmacy, right? I heard that many big things have happened before.” 

“Is it true?” 

“That’s still false, my husband used to work for the Xu Group. 

I heard that when the pharmacy was first opened, he was cheated out of a lot of money.” 

“You see, buying fake medicine is killing people now.” 

“That’s right, these fake medicine sellers are the most hateful nowadays, many times, it kills a family 

ah.” 

The crowd of onlookers became more and more agitated under the provocation of those who had a 

mind to do so. 

With that, they slowly began to move their bodies forward. 

Although they knew that their incoming goods were all regular. 

But seeing this kind of form, Fang Hui instantly got a big head. 

She knew that the situation at hand was too much for her to handle. 

Following the principle of looking for Lin Mo if there was something wrong. 

Fang Hui directly called her son-in-law’s phone number. 

She recapped what had happened before and after. 

Lin Mo then asked his mother-in-law to secretly take a picture of the scene and pa*s it to him. 

When he clicked on the picture, he didn’t even need to look closely. 

Lin Mo could tell that this man was not poisoned at all. 

Rather, he had taken a medicine called Loxoderm capsules. 

This kind of medicine was originally used to remove the bacteria from the pool. 

Of course it didn’t matter if he took it by mistake, he would just have a cold sweat. 

It looks scary but it’s not at all. 

As for the symptoms, they were exactly the same as the man in the photo. 

Thinking about this, Lin Mo naturally understood that this couple was obviously dead and deliberately 

causing trouble for the pharmacy. 
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As soon as his thoughts turned, Lin Mo suddenly came up with a good idea. 

After returning a call to his mother-in-law, he briefly explained the method. 



Fang Hui’s heart, which had been hanging in the air, was also relieved. 

When she looked at the couple again, her eyes were suddenly filled with disgust. 

Of course, in order to expose their tricks, he did not go up and have a direct theory. 

Instead, he followed Wojo’s instructions and made his way to the woman’s side. 

“Hello, the situation is unclear, so why don’t we call an ambulance first.” 

“I see that your husband is in a dangerous state too!” 

An ambulance? What ambulance do you need! 

If an ambulance comes, we’ll be in trouble! 

These Loxoderm capsules are fine to fool ordinary people. 

A senior doctor can see it at a glance. 

“No, how do I know if you will run away after my man is sent to the hospital.” 

“What can’t a shady shop like yours do.” 

“If you don’t get this thing, sorted out today! We, husband and wife, will die together in front of your 

pharmacy.” 

Seeing the woman being such a scoundrel, Fang Hui could only ask in obedience. 

“But what about your husband if we don’t go to the hospital?” 

“And if after we get to the hospital, the lab results show that it’s really our family’s medicine that’s 

faulty.” 

“Don’t worry, I won’t pay a single penny of the compensation that should be paid! Even if I go to jail I’ll 

admit it.” 

Having understood the truth of the matter, he naturally spoke with much more confidence. 

This courageous act had calmed the emotions of the onlookers. 

When they looked at Fang Hui’s confident look, some of them also noticed the clues. 

Although the woman was crying so miserably, but shouldn’t it be more important to go to the hospital 

at this time. 

Shouldn’t it be more important to save people first? 

The woman who was sitting on the ground and rolling around realized that the situation was not good. 

According to the original plan, all she had to do was to bring her husband, who was pretending to be 

sick, here. 

Then she would cry out and attract the attention of pa*sers-by. 



After that someone would take the opportunity to stir up the emotions of the pa*sers-by. 

When the time came, they would simply smash up Xu’s pharmacy’s shop. 

They had already been paid 100,000 beforehand, and there would be another 100,000 for their hard 

work after the deed was done. 

It looked like the plan was about to succeed. 

Unexpectedly, this Fang Hui was so insistent about the ambulance. 

In theory, when it comes to this kind of thing, one should not panic. 

Seeing that the matter was not going to be completed, the woman fortunately had a heart of gold and 

asked for more. 

“You guys should pay my five million dollars in medical fees first.” 

“If you go to the hospital and there is more of this money, I will return it to you.” 

“If it’s not enough, you guys are making it up.” 

At this time the fox’s tail had actually been exposed. 

It’s just that the crowd didn’t notice it, they all thought the woman was preventing the pharmacy owner 

from running away. 

Of course many people also felt that this woman was naive, the shop owner would not buy fake 

medicine if he was willing to give you this money, right? 

However, to everyone’s surprise, Fang Hui did not hesitate and agreed straight away. 

“No problem, but it has to be stated in advance.” 

“If your husband’s illness is not caused by our medicine, this money will also have to be returned in full.” 

“I have a recording of it.” 

After saying that, she held up her phone. 

Seeing how serious Fang Hui looked, the woman only thought that her impromptu ploy had worked. 

“Okay, no problem!” 

After saying that, she flashed her receipt code. 

After taking a picture, Fang Hui pa*sed it on to Lin Mo. 

It didn’t take long for the woman’s phone to light up. 

Open it and take a look. 

Bank notification: 50,000,000 yuan received! 

Since there were too many zeros, the woman made a point of counting them. 



“One, ten ，，，，，， million, ten million! And God, fifty million!” 

Hearing this figure, the husband in her arms, couldn’t help but shake his body a little. 

Stealing a look at Fang Hui like, see her no reaction. 

A sly smile then appeared at the corner of her mouth. 

Since the other party hadn’t noticed, how could she possibly remind. 

Chapter 1968 

Just as the woman was about to leave, her mobile phone vibrated again on her person. 

She looked down and saw a notification from her bank: the transfer was abnormal and the funds had 

been recovered. 

In less than a minute, $50 million had been added to her account, and then $50 million had disappeared 

again. 

On no one could accept this kind of excitement. 

“Where is my fifty million dollars, where is my fifty million dollars! How come it suddenly disappeared.” 

Staring at the screen, the woman spoke in a panic. 

And naturally, the man lying on the ground heard this. 

Sitting up in shock, he snatched up the woman’s phone. 

To the amazed eyes of the onlookers, the husband hurriedly started checking the transfer notifications. 

After a while, he finally discovered to his despair that the $50 million had indeed disappeared. 

With red eyes and standing up, the woman’s husband then came up to Fang Hui’s body. 

“Was it you, was it you who pulled the stunt and made my fifty million dollars disappear.” 

Facing the aggressive man. 

Fang Hui did not panic in the slightest, but instead looked at the other party with a playful face. 

Only afterwards did she pretend to be surprised and said. 

“Eh, sir, didn’t your wife say that you had taken our cold medicine and would not be able to make it 

right away?” 

“How come this is alive and well again!” 

Being said so by Fang Hui, the man instantly reacted. 

D*mn, in the excitement he forgot that he was the one who was going to play the corpse. 

At this point, when he looked at the crowd of onlookers, everyone was also full of irony. 

Originally, they had planned to speak up for the couple and fight against the unscrupulous pharmacy. 



Unexpectedly, they were all fooled by this pair of dogs and men. 

Seeing the situation was not good, holding his wife’s hand. 

The couple hurriedly squeezed out of the crowd in a grey manner. 

In the crowd of onlookers, several tow were even more gloomy. 

What kind of people are they looking for, losers! 

While the surrounding crowd was not paying attention, a few people also slowly retreated. 

There was no more hilarity for the pa*sers-by to watch, and certainly no place for justice to be voiced. 

Disperse! 

A tirade of abuse and apologies from no one! 

At this time, Fang Hui also breathed a sigh of relief. 

It was finally settled! 

Her son-in-law was still capable of playing a trick on others with just a few words. 

On the other side! 

Learning of the arrival of his goddaughter Black Widow as well as the Crown Prince. 

Master Xue Wu made a special feast to invite the two of them. 

“Come, it’s also a rare occasion for you two, mother and daughter, to come here.” 

“Try it, it’s a big lobster, a big ao, and sea cucumber that just arrived from the sea!” 

As the saying goes, love for the house and for the crow, for the two of them, Master Xue Wu was still 

warm and welcoming. 

Compared to his mother’s restraint, the Crown Prince was obviously a little more relaxed. 

As long as he liked it, he stood up and fished it directly onto his own plate. 

The food was delicious. 

Nibbling on the pincers of the excellent Da’ao. 

The prince suddenly spoke. 

“Master Xue, how is my good brother’s situation now?” 

This comment was a bit surprising to Master Xue Wu, he knew quite a lot about the Prince’s character. 

Unbridled, lawless and rampant. 

It was the Crown Prince who was talking about! 

And just like this kind of person, how could there be any good brothers? 



“Your brother?” 

“Yes, Lin Mo ah. Didn’t Master Xue go to visit him yesterday. 

How was it, how is he doing now?” 

First, there was a sigh. 

Then Master Xue Wu said with a somewhat heavy face. 

“The situation is not good, the dantian has been ruined.” 

“It’s already impossible to cultivate again in the future.” 

As his words fell. 

Madam Xue, who was still serving dishes to the Crown Prince, suddenly paused her chopsticks for a 

moment. 

It then immediately resumed. 

This momentary change was not noticed by the other three. 

It was the Crown Prince, on the contrary, who instantly became excited. 

“Crap, big brother Lin is just ruined. 

But it’s good, to be an ordinary person and stay away from right and wrong.” 

“From now on, I’ll cover him and keep him safe for the rest of his life!” 

Although the crown prince was moody. 

But as long as a brother was recognised by him, it was for life. 

Chapter 1969 

The banquet continued to go on. 

The fifth master Xue also came to be curious about the Crown Prince’s relationship with Lin Mo. 

“Speaking of which, how did you meet Lin Mo?” 

“To be honest, I didn’t even expect you guys to come together.” 

Since Fifth Master Xue asked about it. 

The prince didn’t hide anything either. 

He told the whole story of the encounter between himself as well as his mother and Lin Mo. 

“That’s good, I was worried that you didn’t have any friends!” 

Upon hearing this, the crown prince immediately became anxious. 

“With this prince’s status, with this prince’s charm. 



Those who want to make friends with me could circle the six southern provinces.” 

“It’s just that I don’t care!” 

With these words, the crowd was instantly amused. 

Knowing that Lin Mo had a great relationship with this mother and son duo. 

Although Master Five still had a smile on his face, he stopped talking back, not knowing what was on his 

mind. 

After three rounds of wine, Master Xue left the table on the pretext of taking care of business. 

Only Lady Xue and the Prince’s mother and daughter remained at the banquet. 

They stared at the sumptuous food on the table. 

Lady Xue was also caught in a moment of hesitation. 

The former Song Luo Yi had become Lady Xue. 

The Song family, which had been famous in the past, had now fallen into near oblivion. 

But he, Song Luoyi, would never forget the young girl who had stood up for him. 

Had it not been for her, he would have died in the capital. 

And of course, that steadfast back. 

That man was always so kind, so gentle. 

The words he said still echoed in my mind. 

“I see that you have good natural talent, why don’t you become my teacher. 

As long as you are strong enough, no one will be able to bully you.” 

Yes, that man was Lin Xiao, and also her Song Luo Yi master. 

A master who not only taught her cultivation, but also taught her to be strong. 

And that young girl back then was also none other than Lin Xiao’s wife. 

For this husband and wife, she, Song Luoyi, only intended to be able to spend the rest of her life 

repaying her son. 

Yet things in this world are unpredictable. 

Before he could make a move, the Lin family, once almost comparable to the Nalan family. 

It was slaughtered in one night. 

Heartbroken, she originally thought she would have no chance to repay the couple in this life. 

But she never imagined that they would still have a descendant. 



This man was Lin Mo. 

Although they were not husband and wife, they had been together for many years after all. 

She certainly knew what was in the mind of Master Xue Wu. 

If Lin Mo could not cultivate in the future, there would be no fear for his life, but he could only become a 

tool for Xue Wu’s men to make money. 

There would be no more freedom. 

Moreover, as the son of his master, he was carrying the legacy of thousands of dead spirits of the Lin 

family. 

Everyone could be abolished, but not him, Lin Mo. 

Thinking of this, he snapped back to his senses. 

“Little Prince, in the future, you should hang out with Lin Mo less.” 

Hmm? 

Even the Black Widow had never expected her godmother to say such a thing! 

With a straightforward nature and without any thinking, the Crown Prince asked directly. 

“Why? The two of us are quite close.” 

“There’s no reason, this Lin Mo doesn’t know any better, he dares to go against Master Xue Wu’s 

wishes.” 

“Such a person, you’d better try to stay away.” 

These words of Madam Xue were also a double entendre of temptation. 

Promise! Then in the eyes of both mother and son, she was speaking for Master Xue Wu. 

No! That would be to play right into his will. 

Even at the risk of offending the Fifth Master Xue, she had to support Lin Mo. 

Only such a relationship was worth trusting her, Madam Xue, with confidence. 

There were some things that she could not step in, after all, the people under the Fifth Master Xue were 

always watching her. 

Of course, if this mother and son duo, therefore, really turned away from Lin Mo. 

Although she would not do anything to them. 

But going forward there would no longer be such a close relationship. 

It was after the benefactor that the top priority was given. 

Faced with such a question, the Crown Prince and his mother looked at each other. 



The latter nodded encouragingly. 

It was clear that the Black Widow had left this decision to her son. 

No matter what the choice was, she would support it without reservation. 

Chapter 1970 

Because of a question from Madam Xue. 

The atmosphere at the banquet instantly tensed up. 

As the Crown Prince of Hai Cheng, although he had a spontaneous nature, it did not mean that he was 

brainless. 

But anyone who was a smart person should have obediently agreed at this time. 

Compared to his brother, Master Xue Wu was the biggest support for both their mother and son. 

Even his own uncle, Huo Hua, was only a great general under the Fifth Master. 

First he glanced at his mother, then twisted his head to look at Madam Xue. 

The prince shrugged his shoulders helplessly, and then continued to gnaw on the crab pincers. 

“After living for so many years, there are very few people who can make me admire them.” 

Eating the fatty crab meat over and over again, he continued. 

“And there is only one person of my age, Lin Mo, who I can admire. 

He saved my life, and one calls him brother, and that is a lifelong thing.” 

“If the fifth master does not like it, my mother and I can alienate ourselves from him, but if Lin Mo is in 

danger, I, the prince, will never stand by and do nothing.” 

“Oooh, not bad for a freshly fished large crab, the taste is just fresh.” 

After saying that, he didn’t lift his head either, and continued to enjoy his meal. 

This attitude was already very obvious, no matter how close or distant, Lin Mo he would bail out. 

The black widow at the side didn’t react much to her son’s decision either. 

No matter what choice her own son made, she was unconditionally supportive. 

But when she saw Madam Xue’s face pull down, she hurriedly spoke up. 

“Little brat, how do you talk to your god-grandmother.” 

With that, she waved a slap at the back of the crown prince’s head. 

Turning her head, she spoke to Madam Xue again. 

“God-mother, you don’t need to pay much attention to the words of children. 



Young people, they like to pursue those ethereal jianghu righteousness.” 

“He will know when he grows up a bit and understands things better.” 

As the words fell, Madam Xue’s side also understood what the Black Widow meant. 

Since she did not deny her son’s decision, that side indicated that she also had this attitude. 

After a moment of contemplation, Madam Xue nodded her head. 

Since she had already tried the results, Madam Xue did not pretend and said softly. 

“So, it seems that you two, mother and son, are affectionate and righteous to a fault, all right, I won’t 

tease you either.” 

Speaking of this, a smile once again appeared above Lady Xue’s original cheeks. 

“I used to deposit a black box, why don’t you fetch it for me sometime, Little Prince?” 

The words fell. 

Mother and son also secretly breathed a sigh of relief. 

Without the slightest hesitation, the Crown Prince directly agreed to do so. 

At this time, Madam Xue also then took out a slip of paper from her bosom. 

“All matters are recorded on it! 

Young Prince, once the contents are written down, burn it. 

Also, this matter must not be divulged to anyone, understand?” 

After jotting down the contents on top of the paper, the Crown Prince nodded obediently. 

Although he was also tempted to ask, could it be that even the Fifth Master Xue could not say anything? 

But looking at Madam Xue’s serious face. 

He hurriedly swallowed the question back into his stomach. 

On the other hand, he returned to the study. 

The breeze brushed by and the door to the room opened quietly. 

In a short moment, there was an additional woman in black in front of Master Xue’s desk. 

“My lord, it seems that the madam has explained something to the Prince of Hai Cheng. 

But we didn’t dare to get too close for fear of the madam’s discovery, and didn’t hear what they were 

saying.” 

Hearing the subordinate’s report. 

Master Xue Wu did not react much. 



“No harm, no need to spy on them!” 

“But …..” 

Just as this female underhand wanted to speak, Master Xue Wu spoke again. 

“As long as they are not plotting against me, they can do whatever they want to do. 

Besides, if they really wanted to plot against me, they wouldn’t have to wait until now.” 

“I hope you know what to listen to and what not to listen to.” 

“Yes, my men will retire!” 

When Master Xue put pen to paper again, there was no one else in the room but him. 

 


